city is only man becoming or already become—the machine. Even now
the city is only the baleful shadow of the sentient man that once did need a
city and who built it and maintained it because he did need it. That
ancient city once a necessity and a proof of some greatness is now dying or
dead of its own excess. Humanity must find a means to go beyond it to a
Freedom undreamed of before. Humanity has already found it in the
machine itself.
What built the cities that have invariably died? Necessity primarily.
That necessity gone and now only a dogged tradition, no sentimental habit
can keep any great city alive for a great length of time. Necessity built the
city on the basis of 'leg-work or the horse and buggy$ wood and coal con-
sumption; food distribution. And when the necessity for communication
was to be had only by personal contact/
No effective mobilization of the individual making ten miles as one block
nor any electrified means of human intercommunication then existed.
Various physical contacts in that earlier day needed a certain congestion
to facilitate and stimulate life. Life does not need them now in that way.
The ancient city naturally grew and existed as the great aid and abettor
of human intercourse. A city became the immediate source of wealth and
power by way of such human intercourse as was essential to social, indus-
trial and financial growth. Only by congregating thus in aggregations, the
vaster the aggregation the better, could the fruits of hunian living then
best be had. In that day the real life of the city lay in the stress of indi-
vidual ties, the contacts of super-individuals encountering upon other in-
dividualities. The electric spark of curiosity and surprise was alive in the
streets, in public meetings. In the home it was found only occasionally
as people congregated there. All was excitingly gregarious and gregarious
in order to be exciting.
Government, the city had as now. Fashions and fads it also had* But the
salt and savour of individual wit, taste and character then made the city a
festival of life; a true carnival as compared with any drab over-run city of
our day. Even Paris. But this original human concentration is not to be so
quickly changed as the conditions of its existence would warrant change,
because human habit changes slowly as water wears away a stone. Perhaps
less rapidly. It would seem so.
So our Architecture, fundamentally, were it a living architecture would
reflect this livelier human condition were it here today. The modern
common denominator, the machine, had not then arrived in the ancient
city. Now? The common denominator has not only arrived but it has come
down by and with and where the man is imprisoned and growing helpless
just because of the machine. So at the moment new machine powers are
rendering so many of the old powers impotent if not entirely obsolete. It is
only natural that the sudden release of all these new scientific machine
factors and forces should at first be fearfully and selfishly held back to the
old habits. And to ulterior purposes bred by fear. What so timid as a mil-
lion dollars? Several millions.
But madiine-propheey grows. And it shows, if nothing else shows, that
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